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Basher Basics: Weather, Whipping up a storm! created and illustrated by Simon Basher, written by

Dan Green:Welcome to the wild world of weather, Basher style! Meet Hurricane, a violent blusterer;

Atmosphere, a many-layered character who keeps the planet cozy; hard-nut Hail and sneezy Sleet;

Drought, the dusty fellow who makes life hard for animals, plants and people; and mischievous El

NiÃ±o, who messes around with ocean currents to chaotic effect. Includes plenty of detail on the

forces that make weather workâ€•this approach is so effective, readers will forever think about these

characters every time they hear a weather report or step outside.
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Simon Basher is the creator and illustrator of more than ten best-selling concept books for children

including The Periodic Table, Physics, Biology, Astronomy, Math, and Punctuation. Based in

London and Tokyo and specializing in "graphic surrealism", Basher's original artwork is regularly

exhibited and sold in the UK, Europe, the US and the Asia. Find out more at www.basherworld.com.

Dan Green edited Basher's The Periodic Table and was the author of Physics, Biology, Astronomy

and Rocks and Minerals. He studied Geology at Cambridge University.



This book is great to teach kids about weather but we have many Basher books and this one is

about 1/2 or even 1/3 the thickness of some of them. I wish I had noticed the "Basher Basics" at the

top or known this was a lot shorter than the other Basher Books. I would stay away from the basics

ones unless you are ordering them for younger children. Wish I had skipped this one since mine are

9 and 13 and this is a bit too basic as compared to the chemistry, physics ones etc.

My kids have really enjoyed learning about weather with this book. The way the book personifies

weather somehow makes it stick for them a little more. I was concerned about the lack of real

weather pictures, but the drawings seem to capture their attention and help them remember the

information later.The book also came with a weather poster that my kids really like. They talk about

it everyday.This is a great book for introducing weather to kids. (Mine are 6, 5, and 3.) They'll learn

lots of new weather related vocabulary words.

My son is a huge fan of these books. They teach a lot about their topics in a funny way for kids to

understand. They come with a poster for their wall and have so many fun details.

Love this book!!! This one and the Human Body one are by far my son's favorite Basher books.

They give just enough information to not go over a young child's head while still giving lots of

education goodies. I love the way this series of books adds humor to the information to keep the

kids interested in what might otherwise be pretty boring information.

These are great books for kids. They spark enough of the childs interest for further research into the

subject.

Very cool book. We love all the Basher Books and use them for homeschooling. Unfortunately, after

finding one brand new at a bargain store for only $1.99, it's hard for me to pay $8 or $9 here. I just

keep watching the prices for good sales.

Good bedtime reading books. My son loves this for me to read and explain at bedtime. 1 chapter a

nite rule. :)

Bought a box set of these. These are good starter books with a descent mount of info.
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